
Dry White 
 
Chardonnay                        $20/bottle $5/glass 
This barrel fermented chardonnay is full bodied, dry & 
loaded with butter and cream flavors. 
                      -Great with seafood, fish, chicken or pork. 
 
 

 
Dry Red Wines 

 
Cabernet Sauvignon          $24/bottle $7/glass 
This full-bodied dry red wine has aromas of chocolate 
& berry with flavors of date & cream. 
                               -Goes well with any red meat entrée 
 
 
Chambourcin (E)               $16/bottle $5/glass 
Full bodied dry red, with hints of cherry and date 
flavors. 
                        -Goes well with red meat and wild game. 

 
 

Semi-Sweet Wines 
 
 
Vignoles (E)                        $20/bottle $6/glass 
A light and crisp white wine with a hint of sweetness 
and tropical fruit flavors. 
                                           -Great with fish and chicken. 
 
 
Traminette (E)                    $21/bottle $6/glass 
A semi-sweet medium-bodied white wine that has a 
wonderful spicy aroma & flavor. 
             -Goes well with fish and any white meat entrée. 
 
 
Vidal Blanc (E)                   $15/bottle $5/glass 
A light-bodied semi-sweet white wine with robust 
green apple flavors. 
             -Goes well with fish and any white meat entrée. 
 
 
 
 
(E) – Estate Wine Grown, Fermented and Bottled here! 

Sweet Wines 
 
Blackberry                         $15/bottle  $5/glass 
A medium-bodied semi-sweet wine with great 
blackberry flavors. 
               -Goes well with appetizers or red meat dishes. 
 
Blueberry                            $15/bottle $5/glass 
A full-bodied sweet fruit wine with lovely blueberry 
aroma and flavors. 
                                       -Lovely when paired with Brie. 
 
Raspberry                           $15/bottle $5/glass 
A full-bodied sweet wine with intense raspberry tones. 
                                            -Goes well with any dessert. 
 
Strawberry                          $15/bottle $5/glass 
Light-bodied sweet wine with full fruit flavors. 
   -Goes well with any white pasta dishes or appetizers. 
 
Steuben (E)                         $14/bottle $5/glass 
A medium-bodied sweet red wine with watermelon & 
cherry flavors. 
                                  -Goes well with chicken and pork. 
 
Blush Table Wine (E)        $14/bottle $5/glass 
This is Ertel Cellar’s version of White Zinfandel. This 
is a crisp blush wine with cherry flavors. 
                         -Goes well with any appetizer or entrée. 
 
Pink Catawba (E)               $15/bottle $5/glass 
A very fruity blush wine, smooth and easy to drink. 
                  -Goes well with salads, chicken and seafood. 
 
Plum                                   $15/bottle  $5/glass 
Subtly sweet, full of plum nectar with a hint of tartness. 
                        -Goes well with desserts and spicy foods. 
 
Luscious Red                      $14/bottle $5/glass 
A red wine with robust flavor. 
                         -Goes well with cheese and also dessert. 
 
Vidal Dessert (E)                $14/bottle $5/glass 
A sweet white full of honey flavors. 
                                           -Goes well with any dessert.  
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